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* * *

. THE ,BONFIBB ON ,TllE
field where shepherd• still --w atch
I

their 11ockS was put out early
lest it ml t. guta Italian raid·
et-$, but lifep were roasted over
the flte- as in past years. In this
~o:ny the roasted· mutton is

AMONG THE CARDS THAT organ installed. There was real has made her weekly journey

I received this Christmas, all of
them welcome, was one from an
old friend, not a schoolmate, but
1 member of the
little ch u r c h
which was also
the church of
my family. Lizzie is a little older than I, and
at first I regard·
?d her as quite
a grown· up
young person.
Later the slight
disparity in our
vears seemed .to
;lit'ink, and we
Davies
met on fairly even terms. She
was born in my home town and
was baptized in the church which
both our people attended and
where her father was choir leader for many years.
THERE

*SHE
* *ATTENDED

' Sunday school and lifted her
voice in the songs which the children sang. Christmas was an important day with us, and for several weeks we were rehearsed
in songs considered appropriate
to the day. The old carols, which
have since become so well
known, were not on our list. Lizzie studied music, and when an
organ was installed in the churah
she · was chosen to play it. The
installation of that organ was
an important event in the history
of our church. It was vigorously
opposed by a large minority of
the members, who believed that
to place such an instrument in
a place of worship would be to
desecrate a holy temple. There
was a struggle, prolonged, and
sometimes bitter, but there was
no thought of forcibly overriding the will of even a small mi'nority. Patiently the elders and
other officers labored with the
objectors, and not until the last
objection was withdrawn was' the

democracy at work in a most effective way. That struggle, and
it was a real struggle, in which
there were many heart-burnings,
was important because it tested
the spirit of the group, and out
of it emerged triumphant a united body that had been threatened
with disunion.

*

*

*

there, has seen two generations
some and go, and with generous
sympathy, unquenchable faith
and quiet good humor, she still
looks forward ·and lends a hand
wherever help is needed. Some
might call such a life circum-'
scribed, but I think my old friend
has lived in a larger world than
many of us know.

*

THAT ORGAN WAS NOT A

*

*

pipe organ, but a parlor organ,
IT SEEMS TO ME THAT ONE
of a type familiar in those days. of the most futile of all tasks
Long ago it was replaced by a is that of attempting · to a ppraise
more imposing pipe organ, but the relative intelligence of . the
it is the music of the modest sexes by conducting examfhalittle instrument that I remem- tions concerning fitness for a
ber. Lizzie was organist for particular technical job. On the
years. I do not know if she ever basis of one such examination
played the pipe organ, but she certain New York people have
served the people well, and she convinced themselves ·t hat househas continued to serve through wives are "inferior" to those in
all the years. She never mar- most occupational groups. The
ri-ed. Her parents, an only examination was of applicants
brother and an only sister passed for positions as election canvass·
a way and left her the sole. rep- ers under the proportional representative of her family and oc- resentation _system, and the avercupant of the family pew. One age scores made by housewives
after another of her own gener- were only 37, as against 72.4
ation moved away or passed into made by students and 72.9 by proanother realm. She became an fessional workers. Other occupainfluential and progressive mem- tions. came in between.
ber of the church and the re*
pository of its history. To her
SUCH A CONCLUSION BASthe church cemetery, which has ed on such evidence seems to
been made a place of beauty, is me absurd. Students constitute 1
an open book. She does not need a select class. So do professional l
the marble monuments, with , workers, but the housewives'
their inscriptions, , for she knows group necessarily includes a large
the burial places of the friends proportion of those of limited
who have long since gone to their education as well as of the highrest, and she needs no reminder ly cultured. The questions subof their "short and simple an- mitted in, the examination were
f\als."
largely of a technical character,
*
such as might be fairly familiar
OF ALL THOSE OF . HER to students and those in . clerical
generation and mine who attend- occupations, but with which the
ed that church · as children she general population, Jncluding
is. the last survivor to continue housewives, has little contact. It
her attendance. A few still live would be as reasonable to say
in other communities, but she that an electrical engineer is lack- ·
alone of that group attends the ing in intelligence because he
old church. For eighty years, as may not be able to pass a medichild, growing girl, mature worn· cal examination with · flying colan and white-haired la¥,. she ors.
1

* *

* *

TWO PECULIARLY 'SHAPEJ) and then suspend him in a sort

objects of iron or steel, badly corroded, were dug up on the Ole E.
Halvorson farm near Manvel,
and were brought in to the Herald
for
identification. One is quite
evid e n tl y the
half of an ox
shoe, or perhaps
more accurately
the shoe that was
used on half of
an ox's foot.
M a n y persons
do not know
that oxen ever
wore shoes, but
they did. Whereas the horse's
hoof is solid and
the horseshoe all in one 'piece, the
hoof of the ox · 'is divided, and
each half of the hoof must be
shod with a separate 'plate. The
piece found on the Halvorson
farm still has the remnants of
front and rear calks and rusted
bits of nails are still in place.
EVERY
r smith

*OLDTIME
*· *

BLACK-

was accustomed to shoeing
horses. Not all of them shod oxen. When used for field work, or
on other soft ground, oxen were
not shod, but in teaming on hard
roads the feet needed protection.
The chances are that the ox
which once wore the recovered
section of shoe had been used for
hauling a Red river cart in the
very early days. Most horses
take quite kindly to the shoeing
operation, but the ox was apt to
be untractable under the opera-·
· tion. Accordingly it was customary to confine the animal in a
frame made of strong timbers

of sling.

*

* *

THE OTHER OBJECT LOOKS

as if it might have been intended
for trimming small branches off
trees and shrubbery. Actually it
is a wire-cutter which was used
for cutting the wire bands . of
grain sheaves as they were delivered on the table of a · threshing machine. The early harvesting machines· did not bind the
grain at all. They merely dropped
it in loose bundles, to be bound
later by hand with straw bands.
Then came the wire binder.
Wire about like stovepipe wire
was carried on the machine in
spools. The mechanism passed
wire around the bundle, twisted
and cut it. At the threshing ma·
chine it was the job of the bandcutter to cut the wire with one
of those nippers and retain the
wire while passing the bundle on
to the feeder.

SOME

EDUCATOR

FROM

Texas thinks that children should
be permitted to whisper in the
schoolroom. To require silence,
he says, is to prevent the development of the child's social qualities. He thinks that because of
the silence that has been im posed on them in school men now
Jom service clubs ·and such
groups, to develop the socialmindedness that they ought to
have .developed in school. I think
the gentleman is balmy, as we
say in London, or, in current American slang, that he is a nut.

* * *

.

ALL CHILDREN WHISPER

in school occasionally;· some of
them oftener. I did, and I got
licked for it. As a precautionary
me,asure I kept silent most of the
time. Ours was a fairly silent
school. But whatever lack of social development was experienc- /
ed was not due to silence in
school, for we had ample oppor- ,.
* * *
THAT WIRE WAS A NUIS;. tunity during many hours of evance to everyone. In spite of all ery day to do an ·the talking that
the care that could be taken we wanted to.
much of it passed through the
* * *
machine and was discharged with
IN ONE SCHOOL OF WHICH
the straw. Small broken bits I read a primary teacher was in
would find their way into the the habit of asking the children
stomachs of animals causing before closing school how many
their death. After the straw was had whispered during the session.
burned and the ground was plow- On one such occasion, in response
ed the wire would cut nicks into to the usual question Little Johnthe sharp edges of plow shares, ny held up his hand. "How many
prompting the plowman to pro- times did you whisper, Johnny?"
fanity. Other bits of wire became asked the teacher. "Oncet," remixed with the threshed grain· plied Johnny. "Oncet? How many
and ruined the fine bolting cloth children can correct Johnny?"
of the flour mills. With the. poss- Several hands went up. "Well,
ible exception of the wire manu- Mary, what should Johnny have
facturers everybody was glad said instead of "oncet' "? asked
when the twine binder supplanted the teacher. ''Twicet,'' responded
the wire binder.
Mary.
1

,

THROUGHOUT THE COUN· among the graduates.'' Nothing maintained. It is that company

try every Christmas the poem
"The Night J3efore Christmas" is
read or recited by thousands,
and frequent mention is made of
the author, Cle- ·
ment C. Moore,
who wrote the
lines for the _enr tertainment
of
his children and
thus became famous. The New
York Times
Book Review
tells of another
incident in Mr. ·
Moore's life. He
was an alumnus
of King's college,
Davies
New York, which
later became Columbia university. He was a +nember of the class
of 1798, and in 1825 he was chosen
to deliver an address on the history of the college to a gathering
of its alumni, officials and
friends.

less than that could be expected which has brought out "The Jefafter the drinking of 30 toasts. ferson Bible." Mrs. Lurton, as
Helen Leo, was also a member
When that address was delivered of the Herald force, and she has
in 1825, the college had a presi- been associated with her husband
dent, six professors and a student in his newspaper and magazine
body of 125. N~w it has more work.
than 30,000 undergraduates.
* * *
THERE

* *
HAS

*

JUST

UNDER· EXISTING CONDIBEEN tions living in London is consid-

published for the first time in ered more hazardous than se~vregular book form under the title ing in the army. One of the lat"The Jefferson Bible" the text est stories from the pombed city
of a manuscript left by Thomas is of the girl who gave her boy
Jefferson which he entitled ''The friend a white feather because he
Life ·and Morals of Jesus of Naz- left London to join the army.
areth." Jefferson devoted much
* * *
o'f his scant leisure time for sevANOTHER LONDON STORY
eral years in studying the sayings is that when King George, on ·a
of Jesus, and in segregating those tour of inspection, asked Mrs.
that he believed to be authentic Beatrice Herbert "Where is your
from others which did not appear house?" she answered "You're
to him to have validity. The re- standing on it."
sult of his study was embodied in
·* * *
a manuscript of some 25,000
HARDLY LESS IMPORTANT
words. He wrote of this coll.ec- than the R. A. F. in British detion "A more beautiful or preci- fense is the Auxiliary Air Force,
ous morsel of ethics I have nev- popularly known as "week-end
er
seen; it is a document in fliers," because it was during
* * *
proof
that I am a real Christian, their week-end vacations from
A LUNCHEON FOLLOWED
the address, and we are told that that is to say, a disciple of the their regular occupations that
they had their air training. These
at that convivial gathering, doctrines of Jestis."
which was not graced by the
*
amateurs have given a good acSOME LOCAL INTEREST AT· count of themselves. Among the
presence of the ladies, 30 toasts
were drunk, surely an indication taches to the present publication pilots of one auxiliary squadron
i of the capacity and endurance because the work was edited by who fought regardless of fatigue
of the notables of that day. Douglas E. Lurton, a former and came down only to replenish
There was great enthusiasm over member of the Herald staff. Leav- . their ammunition and re-fueJ,
the address, and at the close of ing Grand Forks, Lurton engag- were a timber merchant, a stockthe luncheon it wa·s voted to have ed in newspaper work in New broker, a bank clerk, a profesit printed in order to promote "an York, became managing editor of sional footballer, a shipping clerk,
affectionate remembrance of col- the Literary Digest, and establish- an insurB;nce agent, an auto
lege days, mid a spirit of brother- ed relations with the Funk pub- salesman, a small candy-store
ly good-will and kind feelings lishing company which are still owner and a wine merchant.

I

* *

VERNE

MARSHALL,

.

-,.-

THE dent knew that he was going and seems scarcely tenable. If there

Cedar Rapids editor who heads
the "No Foreign War" commit·
tee, spoke over the radio the
other night, and
I listened, hoping to hear an
intelligible outline of the com· mittee's p 1 ans
and the reasons
for them. Instead I heard a
tirade from Mr.
Marshall against
persons who, he
said, had been
try in g
t o
"smear" him,
such persons being described
as liars, and Mr. Marshall's own
declarations of his own patriotism and public spirit. I didn't
~~arn much about why the committee opposes aid to Britain, so
I turned the dial and listened to
•omething else.

what he was going for. During
the entire interview Mr. Marshall seemed unable to stick to
one story. The interview and
the speech left me in doubt just
how to classify Mr. Marshall, ·
but with the conviction that he
is not. a reliable source of inf ormation.

*

*

BECAUSE OF

*

CONFUSION

1

were such a purpose it could
have been carried out much
more effectively. So, to discover
the meaning of it, we shall have
to wait and see.

*

*

*

IS
made of the danger in which the
United States would be involved
in case of German victory in the
war someone ridicules the notion that Hitler can send an
army across the . Atlantic and
invade the United States when
he has thus far found it impossible to cross the English
channel. The objectors beg the
question. It is not at all certain
that Hitler would attempt to invade the United States with a
military force of any kind, or
that he would think of it to his
interest to do so. It wouldn't
be necessary.
WHENEVER

MENTION

I

arising from the fact that the
speaker of the house of representatives and his deputy were
out of town, and it was necessary to elect a temporary substitute, the house met the other
day and ·opened its session without prayer, something unusual,
if not unprecedented. However,
it was nearly the close of the
term, and there wasn't much
business to be done, anyway, so
probably no harm was · done.
And, when somebody thought of
*
it, and it was found that the reIF filTLER SHOULD SUB* * *
gular chaplain was absent, a sub- due Great Britain the British (
LATER I READ THE AC- stitute preacher was drafted and navy would be captured, destroy- (
tount given by the Baltimore a substitute prayer was made.
ed or distributed in distant
iun's Washington correspon* * *
waters as to be ineffective. War
dent of a conversation which he
ONE OF THE MYSTERIES · ships must have land bases, fuel,
had just had with Mr. Marshall. of this war is why . anyone munitions and all sorts of supl\farshall had a grievance. He should be bombing Dublin. One plies, which must be continualaaid that W. R. Davis, the oil bomb dropped in the recent raid ly renewed. With the British
man who, he says, has agreed had German markings, accord- navy eliminated Hitler wduld
to finance the Marshall commit- ing to an official statement have a free hand in all of westtee, had brought from abroad a from the Dublin government. erri Europe, and would be at
peace plan which he said had Eire, which is southern . Ireland, liberty to work his will in South
been approved by a foreign gov- is strictly neutral. Dublin 1$ and Central America. · There his \
ernment or governments, had too far from any British objec- agents have been at work for
submitted it to the American tive to render plausible the id~a years laying the foundation for
state department, where it had that a German bomber had drop- government of the Nazi pattern .
been suppressed.
ped bombs over or near Dublin and under Nazi control. All of
* .* *
by mistake. Some ingenuity is Latin America would quickly beHIS STATEMENTS ON THIS required to figure out a reason come Nazified unless the United
subject were vague, and contra- why Germany should wish to States inte·rvened. If o'u r fleet
dietary. In a published article he provoke Eire into entering the· were moved from the Pacific to
had said that Davis was sent war on the side of Britain. 'If the Atlantic an opportunity
abroad as an "emissary" of one wished to stretch his im· would be created for Japan, and
resident Roosevelt to see what agination he might conclude that we haven't enough ships to pa- )
could be done about peace. Then. Hitler ~ishes to occupy Eire as trol , two ,oceans. Without the I
ne amended . the word ''emis- he did · Norway; ·and make the landing of a German soldier on
aty'' and said that the presi- country a jumping-off place for its soil or the dropping of a
dent had "delegated" Davis to his invasion of Britain, but that bomb on one ·Of its cities the
go abroad. .Then he said that seems scarcely reasonable, as United States would be hemmed
Davis was neither sent nor de- such a move would be opposed in by Nazi influence and would
legated by the president, ·but was by· British troops which would be able to exist and carry on
''permitted'' to go abroad and ne- occupy all important Irish ports only on such terms as Hitler
gotiate. Finally, he said that he and strategic positions. The might choose to permit. Physidid not mean that Davis had other idea that the British are cal invasion is not essential to
been the president's official re- trying to convince the Irish that the real subjugation of the
r entative . but that the resi- the Germans are bombing them United States.

* *

l

I

NOT LEAST TRYING AMONG timkny before newstaper stands. war by spreadin'g feelings of re-

the experiences of the war have
been those of Americans who
sought to leave the war areas be·
fore they were surrounded by
a r m i e s which
would make
their departure
i m p o s s i b 1 e.
There were thou..·
sands of such
experiences, all
d i f f i c u 1 t, and
many tragic. The
story of the
movements
of
one family in the
. early half of the
1
, war is told in a
little periodical
published by the
Davies
Iclass
of 1911 of Wellesley college.
The writer, Bessie Hayes Dreifuss, is a member of that class,
and has friends and classmates in
Grand Forks.

There was, however, no panic, but
determination to see this fight to
the end. French officers and sol·
diers hurried back from their
leave, and, with Dutch and Belgians called home, packed· the
stations.

* * *

.

MORE AND MORE F AMIL·

ies started leaving Paris, autos
piled with baggage and children,
the proverbial mattress on top.
By the middle of· the month men,
women and children were arriving in Paris by train, bicycle and
on foot, and we had our first
glimpse of what a refugee was.
The sights in the stations were
pathetic; those tired, haggard,
fearstricken people with their few
possessions on which they sat
and waited to go-where? They
did not know. I saw truckloads of
them in the streets of Paris."

* * *

PARIS BECAME TOO DANG* * *
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE ~rous, and it was decided that

war Mrs. Dreifuss, with her two
daughters, aged respectively 15
and 11, was at the family home
near Zurich, Switzerland. Her
·husband, who had business interests in Paris, was at a home
which the family maintained in
a suburb of the capital. Mr. Dreifuss, a Swiss officer, was called
home to join his company and remained two months, after which
he was permitted to return to
Paris to look after his . business.
There the family acompanied
him, to experience the terror of
air raids and pass through the
· period of hopes and fears which
preceded the French collapse.

*

* *

"LIFE WENT ON WITH THE

Mrs. Dreifuss and the children
should move to Biarritz, probably
to leave for America later. They
left the city with an airplane battle going on over their heads.
Concerning the brief stay at
Biarritz Mrs. Dreifuss writes:
"Our housekeeping arrangements afforded us great amusement, because three of us cooked on the same small stove. One
of them was a Spanish woman,
the wife of a so-called "red" refugee from Spain, who would be
shot at once should he return to
his country. As we never learned
the names of this Spanish couple Judith called them Mr. and
Mrs. Spanish woman, as we had
always referred to them that
way; she could not speak one
word of any language but her
own. Over the stove we made
signs and gestures to one another and vaunted the merits of our
dishes.

firm belief on our part that
France would be victorious in the
end," writes Mrs. Dreifuss. "We
were convinced of it. Then came
the thing dreaded, but in our imagination unrealizable; the entrance of the Germans into Bel* *
gium and Holland. That day in
"DURING THIS TIME I
Paris the faces of the people were learned how German propaganda
drawn with worry and they were filtered into thr minds of the
dumbstricken. Lines formed con- people and played its part in the

*

sent'ment toward the French government among the poorer working classes among whom we happened to be living. A man next
door attracted my attention. He
was staring at me while I was
speaking. I learned later it was
on account of my foreign accent.
He was in the French secret service and his duty was to detect
and follow up all suspicious foreigners liable to endanger the
safety of the nation. When we became acquainted I discovered he
was the type of real devout
Frenchman I had always admired I.
and for whom the later fall of
France must have been heartbreaking. He deplored to me the
amount of "defaitisme' among his
compatriots, against which he
was fighting. I had always had
implicit faith in France morale,
and therefore was shocked to
learn in this new atmosphere
how France had weakened."

*

*

*

MRS. DREIFUSS WAS ' RE-

joined by her husband, and ultimately the family received permission to leave France. But delay followed delay; days and
weeks were spent in obtaining
passport visas until it seemed
that there was to be no escape.
At length arrangements were
made to leave by way of Spain
and Portugal. After hours of
waiting in a dense crowd the
crossing of the international
bridge at Handaye was begun. At
the middle of the Bridge Mrs.
Dreifuss discovered that the children were not with her. Making
her way back with great difficul·ty she found that the visas of the
children had not been collected.
That entailed more hours of delay. At last the bridge was crossed, and as she turned back after
crossing Mrs. Dreifuss saw the
French tricolor being lowered and
the swastika being elevated to its
place. There was still more delay
before the American ''Manhattan"
was boarded at Lisbon, but the
worst part of the journey was
over.

I
1/

OF 60
. years ago the Winnipeg Free
Press has dug up some facts
about nayigation conditions on
the · Red river in the early eighties. The paper of
that early date
noted with satisfaction the fact
that during .~the
preceding year
the Red river
had been cleared
of rocks, snags
and other obstructions, and
that the prospects for spring
navigation were
good. In 1880
Davies
some 17,000 bushels of wheat had been brought
to Winnipeg ·by• river craft, and
it was expected that in the fol-:
lowing year the wheat shipments
would be materially increased.
FROM

ITS

FILES

* *

*

IN 1880 THE RED RIVER

was still the great highway into
a large area of the northwest.
Winnipeg, if I remember correctly, had not yet been connected by rail with the outside world,
and the. wheat shipments to that
point must have 'been intended
for grinding in local mills for
distribution to Hudson's Bay
posts and to the settlers who were
beginning to come into the country. There could be no shipment
of grain or flour to the east.

tion which that village had held
for several years. Most of the
settlers w:tio established them·
selves in the Red river valley
from Grand Forks north had entered the territory by way of
Fisher, taking river boats there,
entering the Red river at Grand
Forks, then being carried north
to the river landing nearest their
intended destination. The journey
across the country to the homestead was made on foot, by ox
team, or with horses, the animals, as well as miscellaneous
freight, being carried by boat.

*. *

*

THE EARLY RIVER STEAM·

ers were stern-wheelers. I do not
think that any side-wheeler ever
navigated the Red river. The
stern-wheeler was used because
during _periods of low water the
channel was narrow, and at any
stage of water it was always
crooked, and the narrow boat
could be navigated more easi~.
Both passengers and freight of
all kinds were ·carried on the
steamers, but grain was trans·
ported in flat-bottomed barges,
several of which were lashed together, with the steamer fastened to one side of the tow, or
sometimes pushing from behind.

* * *

ON SOME OF THE CHINESE

rivers the channels are so narrow
and torturous that it is necessary
to "bend" the river craft around
the corners. This is made poss*
ible by an ingenious arrangeTHE GREAT NORTHERN ment in whi~ the boat is built in
had been built to Grand Forks several sect1 ns, hinged togethfrom Fisher about a year before, er. For stra~ htaway navigation
and Fisher was no longer the the sections 11re locked and .thus
head of navigation, a proud posi- I kept iri strr.'ght alignment, but

*

*

I

;~: : it is necessary to round al
sharp curve the fastenings on one
side are loosened and thus it is
possible to bend the craft around
the curve. Red river barges were
not hinged in that way, but often
the short turns of the river were
negotiated in much · the same
way. Several barges, loosely connected, would be pushed around
a bend somewhat like several au- tomobiles being pushed around a
corner by a truck.

* * *

BUILDING OF THE RAIL·

roads cut into the river traffic,
but for several years after
Grand Forks was s~rved by railway it was also an important navigation point. Up and down the
river at convenient points were
warehouses to which wheat was
hauled during the winter from
the neignboring farms. When navigation opened in the spring
steamers and barges plied the
river, collecting wheat from the
warehouses· and bringing it to
Grand ForH:s. On ,the river bank
in East Grand Forks just north
of the DeMers avenue bridge was
a little transfer elevator which
elevated grain from }jarges and
loaded it on cars which stood on
the spur track. Little by little this
sort of traffic shrank. Farmers
found it more convenient to haul
their grain to the railway. One by
one the river warehouses fell into disuse. ~here was no freight
for the boats, and river traffic
was discontinued in the early
years of this century. Some of
the b~rges were junked, and what
was left of the steamers was ,
broken up and shipped elsewhere. !
A colorful period in the history
of .the northwest was ended.

MENTION WAS

MADE

N kind and

this column recently of the. publication by a New York firm of
what is known
the "Jefferson
Bible," a collection of the sayings of Jesus by
Thomas Jefferson, the text being e d it e d by
Douglas E. Lurton, formerly of
G r a n d Forks.
The Ii terary re-.
view containing
t h i s announcement described
this as the first
pub 1 i cation in
Davies
type of this work, although mi:r;neograph. copies were said to have
been issued. There must have
been some error in the announcement, for D. C. Macdonald of this
city has just lent me a copy of
the "Jefferson Bible" which ha§
been in his possession for years.
The book bears the imprint of
the N. D. Thompson Publishing
company of St. Louis, Chicago
and New York, and was copyrighted in 1902.

as

1

,

* *

* MODEST
.THE BOOK IS A

· l one, described by Jefferson him-

a teacher of great
truths. Omitted from the book
are all references to what we
should call the supernatural. The
parables are given, the Sermon
on the Mount, of course, the
Lord's prayer, and the numerous
maxims of the great teacher.

beliefs held by the orthodox, but
he accepted unreservedly what he
believed to be the philosophy of
Jesus. He believed that the founders of the early church had incorporated in their system many of
the less admirable tenets of the
older philosophers and had thus
built a system which did not fair* ~ *
JEFFERSON DID NOT MERE· ly represent the broad inclusively go through the gospels and ness of real Christian doctrines.
clip with a pair of scissors those
* A PAS·
passages which he thought fitted
JEFFERSON WAS
his purpose. A classical scholar sionate believer in personal libhimself, he studied the historical erty. In his devotion to religious
background of Jesus and his liberty he was reluctant to make
teachings, and examined in com- even a voluntary confession of his
parison the older Jewish theology faith lest he might be thought to
and the philosophies of the anc- be assenting to the view that the
ient non-Jewish world. As a re- individual may be required to
sult of his studies he wrote of make public statement of his belief. On this subject he wrote: 1
Jesus:

* *

"HIS

*

*

MORAL

*

DOCTRINES,

relating to kindred and friends,
were more pure and perfect than
those of the most correct of the
philosophers, and greatly more
so than those of the Jews; and
they went far beyond both in inculcating universal philanthrophy, not only to kindred and
friends, to neighbors and ·c ountrymen, but to all mankind, gathering all into one family, under the
bonds of love, charity, peace, com·
mon wants and common aids. A
development of this head will
evince the peculiar superiority of
the system of Jesus above all oth~
ers."

self as "wee-little,'' containing the
text as given by the evangelists
of the birth, life, death arid prin. cipal sayings of Jesus of Nazareth, omitting whatever Jefferson considered extraneous a n d
unrelated. No mention is made of
* * *
any of the miracles attributed to
BY MANY OF HIS CONTEMP·
Jesus by the gospel writers. Jes· oraries Jefferson w s held to be
! us is presented, not as a wonder- an athiest. He was 9anything but
worker, but as a lover r of all man- that. He rejected many of the
1

1

1
1

I

*

*

*

"I AM MOREOVER A VERSE

l

to the communication of my religious tenets to the public; because it would countenance the
presumption of those who have
endeavored to draw them before
that tribunal, and to seduce public opinion to erect itself into that
inquisition over the rights of conscience which the laws have so
justly proscribed. It behooves ,
every man who values liberty of
conscience for himself to resist
invasions of it in the case of others, or their case may, by change
of circumstances, become his
own. It behooves him, too, in
his own case, to give no example
of concessions, betraying the right
of independent opinion by answering questions of faith, which
the laws have left between God
and himself."

COVERING A PACKAGE was no small trick for a novice retaining at one time one-twelftht

that came to Rev. W. Murray
Allan was a sheet of paper on
which were stamped the words:
"Save paper. This bag can be
used when you
come again."
Evidently the
. paper had been
used, perhaps
more than once,
to wrap goods
from some local
store. That is
significant of the
economies which
the war has
made necessary
au over Britain.
Nothing must
Davies .
be wasted, for
the materials and the labor which
would be required to reproduce
it are imperatively needed. now
in the war industries.
WITH

* *

US

THE

*

SHOPPER

who accumulates a number of
packages which she intends to
carry home .is given as a matter
of course a large paper bag to
contain all the smaller packages.
Formerly that was the custom
in Great Britain, but it is so no
longer. Now the shopper· piles
her small packages on her arm
. and manages them as best she
can. The larger container is a
thing of the past.

* * *·

AS I MAY HAVE MENTION·
ed before, the paper bag is a
relatively m o d e r n invention.
Many of · the commodities which
are now sold in paper bags were
\formerly wrapped in flat paper,
and ability to do up a neat package with loose material was one
of the accomplishments of the
competent clerk. When sugar

to do up a dollar's worth of sugar
sold twelve pounds for a dollar it
in a flat paper, and until a boy
got the hang of it the package
was likely to look like something
that the cat had dragged in from
the alley. But with practice the
thing could be done swiftly, deftly and neatly.
~

*

*

,

MOST OF THE MORE BULKY

groceries were wrapped in brown
paper, but it was one of the traditions that tea should be wrapped in a white paper known as
tea paper, which resembled our
newspaper print paper, although
it was different, because woodfiber paper was then unknown.
In a store where I worked we
used a limited number of paper
bags, but we made them ourselves. That was a job for a
rainy day when there. were few
customers. Flour was not handled in paper containers at all,
nor in the thin cotton bags such
as are now used for the larger
packages. When flour was to be
shipped it was actually packed in
barrels, and the making of flour
barrels was an important industry. Some forty years ago there
was a cooper shop at the end of
Walnut street in Grand Forks
where barrels were made for the
Diamond mm across the street.
Now there are few barrels used
for the domestic flour trade, although flour prices are still
quoted on the markets at so
much per "barrel."
FEW

*

OF

*

OUR

*

EASTERN

farmers bought flour. They took
their wheat to the mill,. and
when the grist was ground they
took back flour, bran and shorts
from their own grain, the miller

and later one-eighth of the grain
as his toll. The city retailer delivere'd flour in a grain sack,
dumping it into the purchaser's
bin, receiving another sack in
exchange, or leaving the store's
sack to be called for later. Somebody manufactured a paper of
unusual strength and of it made
a bag large enough to contain
25 pounds of flour. That created
a mild sensation. The idea that
paper could be made strong
enough to hold 25 pounds of
flour was incredible. Enterpris·
ing merchants advertised the gift
of such a paper sack with each
purchase of 25 pounds of flour.

*

*

*

TURNING A GRAIN SACK

that had been filled with flour
and shaking the flour from it
was
messy job if you didn't
know how to do it. Shortly after
I went to work in the city store
I was engaged in that task and
was kicking up a lot of dust
when the boss came along c;1nd
watched me. He was an elderly
man and a millionaire. From
small beginnings he had built up
a big business and although he
had long since moved from behind the counter to the office, he
kept closely in touch with all the
details of the store. Observing
my ineptness with the flour
sack he said, ''No, no William.
That's not the way · to turn a
flour sack. I'll show you." With
a few deft movements he had the
sack inside out and had it shaken
clean, without soiling the black
broadcloth suit which he always
wore. It was something like
·Henry Ford stopping during a
tour of his shop to show a green
boy how to handle a monkeywrench.

a

I

I"'.. •

l

1

EDWARD ENERSON ·o F NI· months, beginning with Mai.
agara is puzzled about leap ye.ar. Later January was · added at ~e
beginning of the year and Fe uHe writes:
ary at the end. Still later the rela"In the winter time we think tive ' positions of these two
of many funny things. How is it months were reversed, giving the
that in the past months in their present order.
hundred" years,
*
*
from 1804 to
DURING MOST OF THIS
1896, leap year time little attention had been
Cam e e Very given
that troublesome quarfourth year, but ter-day, so that by the time of
we did not have Julius Caesar the ,reckoning had
leap year in 1900
c
skipping eight gone three mont.h s astray. aesar
years to 1904 ? ordered that the year should beThen leap year gin on January 1, and that there
comes every should be 12 months, January,
fourth year un- March, May, July, September and
til 2000."
November having 31 days each,
and the other months . 30 days
Davies
Probably that each except February, which had
is as good a subject as any to discuss on a win- 29. To take care of the quarterter day, because,. among other day it was ordered that every
things, it covers an . almost un- fourth year February, being the
limited· territory. The division of shortest month, should be given
the year into months and corres- an .extra day. That arrangement
took effect January 1, , in the
ponding periods presented a year 46 B. C. and continued for
problem with which the ancients nearly 1600 years except that the
struggled for many centuries, emperor Augustus, in a fit of
most of the time with only indif- childish_ vanity, gave to the
ferent success. The problem month of August, which was
would 4ave been greatly simpli- named for him, an extra day,
fied i.f it had been so arranged which he took from February. in
that the earth made an exact
,
number of revolutions on its axis order that his month might be
during the time required for it as long as any other, and changed
. to make a complete circuit of the the length of the succeeding
sun, the period which we call a . months to the order which we
year. 'However, it was not so or- now have.
dered. The ancient astronomers
* * *
THAT WAS AN IMPROVEobserved that it took the earth
approximately 365~ days to com- ment on what had gone before,
plete its journey around the sun, but it wasn't quite right yet .. The
and that quarter-day, or there- actual length of the year is not
ab<;>,u ts, has been responsible for 365~ days, but 365 days, 5 hours,
a great deal of confusion.
48 minutes and 46 seconds, more
or
less by a fraction of a second,
*
TRADITION HAS iT THAT and by the time of Pope Gregory
Romulus, legendary founder of XIII in 1582 the accumulation of
i Rome, authorized a year of 10 those odd minutes and seconds
months and only 304 days. What had amounted to 10 days, .which
he did with .the' . other days no- the pope ordered stricken from
body knows. In the earliest Ro- the calandar. In order to prevent
man calendar of which there is such. error in the future it was
credible record the year had 10 decreed that there should be a

*

to

l

*

* .

new arrangement with reference
to leap year. Every year divisible
by four was to be a leap year except 1:hat only those century
years divisibl~ by 400 should be
leap years, with the further provision that the century years divisible by 4000 should not be leap
years. The year 1600, being divisible by 400, was a leap year, but
the years 1700, 1800 and 1900 ·
were not. The year 2000 will be a
leap year, but the years 4000,
8000 ·and so on, being divisible by
4000, will be common, or non-leap
years. Even this is not quite accurate, but as the error from the
accumulation of fractions .of a
second annually will not amount
to more than about a day in 100 f
centuries, we needn't worry about
it.
1

THE

* * *

GREGORIAN

CALEN-

dar was adopted in most of Europe soon after its promulgation.
It was not officially adopted in
England until 1752, and by that
time the accumulated error
amounted to 11 days. Those days
were dropped in September of
that year, despite vigorous protests and not a few riots. Many
believed it sacrilegious to change
the order of time, and in some
communities it was believed that
th.e whole thing was a scheme of
the land-owners to steal a couple i
of weeks time from their tenants.
Actually it was provided that all
legal commitments should be
equitably adjusted on the basis
of the new calendar. The Greek
Orthodox church, which is the
dominant religious body in Rus-·
sia and some of the Balkan countries, did not make the change /
u11-til just a few years ago.
.
* *

*

WITH- HIS INQUIRY ABOUT

leap year Mr. Enerson sends a
description of a complicated
method of checking dates by
counting the joints of one's finger, but I find the plan too deep
for me.

IN THIS COLUMN A FEW convenien e to have a projector
months ago I told of the visit in with whicllt either could be shown.
Grand Forks of R. H. Tuttle, Apparent}~ nothing of the kind is
on the matket here, but for some
now of Los Angeles, who was a reason the Japanese seem to be
dispatcher in the Great Northern a step ahead of us. In a recent
office here in Japanese commercial publication
1885, and who there is advertised· one projector
later became an taking both 8 and 1'6. mm. films,
official on the and another adaptable to , three.
Santa Fe sys- gauges of film, 8, 9.5 and 16 mms.
tern. The article The latter is described as having
interested L. H. interchangeable fronts. Why do
Tuttle of Willow they have those in Japan and not
City, North Da- in the United States?
k o t a, w h o s e
* * *
·
brother, Tipton
MR. AND MRS. · THOS A.
Tuttle, was also Suhr, 418 Cherry street, have just
a railroad man, returned from an Eastern tour
serving the . Al- on which they visited some of the
ton
for 40 years, historic spots in Pennsylvania
· Davies
until his retire- and adjacent states. One of the
ment. L. H. Tuttle, one of a ·t am- interesting relics of pre-revoluily of five boys, all born near tionary times which they saw
Bfoomington, Illinois, came to was a fort or stockade of logs on
North Dakota in March, 1907, to- the road taken by Braddock's illward the close of what he de- fated expedition into the wilderscribes as the "winter of the big ness, in which Washington first
-5,how." The snow was deep, as · won military distinction.
many older residents will remem* * *
her. The roads around Willow
MR. SUHR, A NATIVE OF
City wound across fields and L;ondon, England, came to souththrough pastures, and were snow· ern Ontario when a lad of 16,
packed until the roadbed was and after a few years he came
four feet high. The newcomers west and entered railroad service
knew nothing about skis, and as a telegrapher, in which occuwhen they wanted to go any- pation he continued until his rewhere off the beaten road they tirement two or three years ago.
broke through the snow crust up On his recent tour he saw in
to their arm-pits. ·In view of the Cleveland the motion picture
· shortage of water in recent years "Northwest Mounted Police," and
snow like that would -now be wel- he was reminded by some of the
corned almost anywhere in the scenes of the interest which the
state.
Riel rebellion aroused in Ontario
1
* *
in 1885. At that time he was livAMATEURPHOTOGRAPH- ing at Tilsonburg, Ontario, and a
ers have wondered why it it is company of volunteers was orthat · they cannot find a motion ganized there in expectation of
projector that will accommodate being called i.nto serviceq for the
both 16 and 8 millimeter films. suppression of the rebellion. The
Some of them have films of both boys were all. ready to go, a d
widths and
would be a great were expecting the call to com
I

*

:it

l

at any moment, but woro camel
that the rebellion was over, and \
orders were given to disband the
company. , That was most disappointing to the young volunteers,
who had been expecting a thrilling adventure. "But," says · Mr.
Suhr, "it wq.s the best thing that
could have happened."

*

*

*

A LITTLE BOOK OF VERSE

comes from the Beta stanza of
the North Dakota Poetry society
at Bismarck. The Bismarck chapter, or Stanza of the society was
organized in 1936, largely through
the efforts of the late Paul
Southworth Bliss, whose recent
death . will be lamented by all
who . knew him, and of Grace
Brown Putnam, president of the
North Dakota Poetry society. In
a foreword we are told that the
members came from the occupations of teaching, nursi.ng, farming housework and the office.
Meetings are held once a month
except in summer, and are devoted to discussions, study' in
technique, constructive criticism
and the writing and reading of
original verse.

*

*

*

EACH OF THE SEVENTEEN

members is represented by several selections in the book, and
while the selections vary necessarily in quality, some of them
impress me as being of unusual
excellence. One feature which I
found pleasing is that the book
contains little that is grotesque
in form, written under the urge
to achieve something "different".
A mistake too often made by
amateurs is to cast their lines in
fantastic forms. The poetic gen· .
ius can write in almost any form
and get away with it, but the beginner, if wise, will stick more
closely to the simpler and safer
forms.

LOS ANGELES PAPERS
tell of the induction of J. F. T.
O'Connor into the office of United States district judge for southern California. The ceremony
took place on
January 13. Born
on a Gr a i1 d
F o r k s county
farm, Mr. O'Connor has moved steadily from
one position of
honor and . responsibility
to
another. Graduated from the
Unive r s it y of
North
Dakota,
he took an advanced law
course at Yale, then ·engaged in
practice in Grand Forks. He became active in public affairs,
served in the state legislature,
headed the North Dakota delegation to the Democratic national
convention in 1924 and vigorous· Iy championed the nomination
for president of William G. McAdoo in his historic contest with
Al Smith.

*

*

*

IN OTHER CAMPAIGNS, MR.
O'Connor was nominated by his
party in North Dakota for gover1
nor and senator. Moving to California he entered into law partnership with Mr. McAdoo and later engaged in private practice.
Under President Roosevelt he
served with distinction as comptroller of the currency and resigned to resume his California
practjce. He was appointed Federal judge last August, but de-

layed taking office until he could
wind up his business and personal a~fairs. His is a long and honorable list of achievement, but
to those who knew him in Grand
Forks years ago, he will always
be just "Jefty" O'Connor. ·

*

*

*

BROOKLYN · IS SAID TO BE
the crookedest city-geographically-that ever was built, although there are some who claim
the record for Boston. It is said
that if a Brooklynite travels
from his own home farther than
to the nearest car Urie he becomes hopelessly lost. Clifton
Fadiman, quiz master of the popular radio feature "Jnformation
Please," was · born in Brooklyn
and spent his boyhood there. A
biograph~cal article about him
says that he · knew · Brooklyn so
well that he .could find ·his way
anywhere in the city blindfolded.
When that statement was repeated in his hearing a Manhattanite considered . it thoughtfully
and observed" Blindfolded? ·Well,
I supp.ose that may be possible.
But I'll. bet he couldn't· do it with
his · eyes open." .
'

*

* .

*

ESPECIALLV INTERESTING
is the article on t~e Marquis de
Mores which appears in the current number of the North Dakota
Historical Quarterly just issued
by ti?.e stat~ Historical society.
There have been many stories·
written about this adventurous
and irrepressible Frenchman and
his business career in the ~i ttle
Missouri country, but the tory
which is now reproduced is one
which was written by a Fr ench

author, Charles Drouliers, the
intimate personal friend of the
marquis, and who undoubtedly
obtained most . of his .material
from de Mores himself.

*

:f'

*

*

*

*

*

* *

GEORGE F. WILL OF BISmarck, translator of the article,
expressed thanks for permission
to use the material to de Mores
son, the duke of Valombrosa,
who a few years ago donated to
the state of North Dakota the
chateau at Medora, with all its
priceless contents. Commenting
on the treatment of the subject
by the French author Mr. Will
says:
"HE SEEMS INCLINED TO
make a demigod out of the marquis, but in the main seems to
give · an excellent . character
sketch of the man and a clear
idea of his own intentions in his
American venture and of the controversial stories dealing with
his life in ·western North Dakota."
ANOTHER · EXCEEDINGLY
interesting article in the quarterly is that on "The Paisley Shawl,"
by Dr. «J"ames Grassick of Grand
Forks. That article was written
and published by Dr. Grassick
several years ago, and many
readers have perused it with delight. It is gratifying to know that the article is now incorporated in the permanent records of
the Historical society. Other articles are on pioneer days, by
Charles H. Hobart anµ on the
North Dakota State park system,
by Superintendent Russell Reid.

MY ATTENTION HAS BEEN making its standard time 5 hours been reproduced in type for the

called to a question and answer
in the quiz feature "Test Your
Horse Sense'' in the Herald conducted by Dr. George W. Crane.
The question is:
if it is 9 A.M. in
New York, the
time in London
is- 3 P.M.; midnight; 5 A.M.; 3
A.M. The reader
is invited to pick
the right answer.
Dr. Crane .gives
the answer as 3
P.M., which is
wrong.
Doubtless Dr. Crane
knows better,
Davies
and his incorrect answer is probably a slip,
due, perhaps to the fact that the
feature comes to us from Chica, , go, and that the questioner may
I have been thinking for the momerit of Chicago time instead of
New York time.

later than that of London. Ne1
York's actual time by the su
lacks a out 4 minutes of being
hours later than London's. It is
all quite simple, 'a nd the facts
can be checked on any atlas.

*

SINCE

*

THE

*

PUBLICATION

in this column of paragraphs relating to what is known as the
Jefferson Bible I have been told
of two or three other copies of
the book owned by Grand ·Forks
people and published at different
dates. My original mention of
this compilation of the sayings
of Jesus was prompted by the
following paragraphs in the New
York Times Book Review:

*

*

*

first time. But the copy which I
have, and which was lent me by
D. C. McDonald, was published
by the N. D. Thompson Publishing Co. in 1902 and answers exactly the description given by the
Times writer. It contains not
only the textual extracts from
the gospels· made by Jefferson,
but a copY. of Jefferson's letter
to Dr. Benjamin Rush transmitting to him the writer's "syllabus
of an estimate of the doctri:qes
of Jesus, compared with those
of others," and a paragraph
from the letter to Charles
Thompson.

*

*

*

IN THE PREFACE TO THIS

work it is said that Jefferson
"THOMAS JEFFERSON WAS called his work "The Philosophy
a very religious person and, over of Jesus of Nazareth, extracted
a period of about 16 years, spent from the account of his life and
his small leisure in winnowing doctrines, as given by Matthew,
the indisputable words of Jesus Mark, Luke and John; being an
from the additions made by the abridgement of the New- Testaapostles and the incrustations ment for the use of the Indians,
* * *
that came with time. These he unembarrassed with matters of
THE SUBJ E CT WOULD embodied in a manuscript of fact or faith beyond the level of
scarcely merit comment were some 25,000 words which he en- their comprehension." In his
it not for the fact that the same titled "The Life and Morals of letter to his friend Thompson,
error is made frequently and Jesus of Nazareth," and said of Jefferson is said to have express..
persistently in telegraphic dis- it in a letter to Charles Thomp- ed the wish to, arrange the text .
patches and in radio announce- son in 1816, 'a more beautiful or also in Greek, Latin and French
ments. The difference in time be- precious morsel of ethics I have in parallel columns, which he aftween New York and LQndon is never seen; it is a document in terward q.id. The preface says
five hours, not six, as is so often proof that I am a real Christian, "This is the volume called the
stated, and as New York is in that is to say, a disciple of the 'Jefferson Bible', which is now
the eastern time zone and Grand doctrines of Jesus.'
owned by the government, and
Forks is in the central, our time
* * *
the publication of which has been
is six hours later than that of
"IT WAS NOT PUBLISHED recently (1902) ordered by conLondon.
during Jefferson's life, but in gress, while this volume was
* * *
1904 a photo-lithographic edition still in the possession of Mr.
AS A MATTER OF MATHE· of the manuscript was made and Jefferson's oldest grandson,
matical convenience the circle the copies presented to the mem-. Colonel Thomas Jefferson Ranhas been divided into 360 de- hers of the Senate and Congress. dolph, an accurate copy of its
"grees, and as it takes the earth The English section (the manu- table of contents was made, and
24 hours to make one revolution script had extracts in four Jang- from that copy the English text
with reference to the sun, sun uages in parallel columns) has is reproduced in the following
time changes 4 minutes with been reproduced in type for the pages."
* *
_e very · degree of _,longitude, or first time by Wilfred Funk Inc.,
E V ID E N T L Y THE TIMES
one hour with each 15 de- under · the title 'The J effersori writer is in error in supposing
grees. The 75th ,meridian west · Bible' and ,edif ed by Douglas E. . the book recently published to
from Greenwich (London) runs Lurton."
*
be the first reproduction in type
about 60 miles west of New
THE STATEMENT IS EXPLI- of the Jefferson Bible, as at
York and places New York in cit that the English section of least two or three other editions
the time zone of that meridian, Jefferson's wor~ ''has (now) have been published.

I

*

* *
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ONCE IN A WHILE A DEEB deer. One trick that the animals ern wilderness river who, on his

is struck on a northern Minnesota highway, but although much
of northern Minnesota deer are
not there considered a serious
menace. In certain districts in
Maine and some.
other New England states d~er
have become so
numerous _in
protected areas
that they are a
nuisance to
ne i g h b o r i n g
farmers. But one
does not think
of deer overrunning farms and
Davies
f gardens and im1 peding
highway traffic almost
within sound of the roar of traf·
fie on the streets of New York
City, but that is what is happen'ing in Rockland county, . New
York.

*

*

*

ROCKLAND COUNTY IS THE

most southerly county in New
York on the west bank of the
! Hudson, only a few miles north
from the northern limits of New
York City. Residents complain
that deer have become so numerous as almost to make ' life unt bearable. That they are numerous is evidenced by the fact that
more than 100 deer have been
killed on the highways of the
county within the past year. The
flesh of animals so klll~d is turned over to nearby public institutions of the state and the inmatees of such places ·are complaining vigorously of too much
venison. That reminds one of
the backwoods housewife of
years ago who said she was tired
of deer and wild turkey and
maple syrup and wished for
some real hog meat and store
molasses.

* * *

DEER ON THE HIGHWAY
are ·a. real menace, and many a

wreck has been caused by co111sion with one of them. In the
New York county one garage
man has repaired 45 cars that
were damaged in collisions with

have acquired is that of following ice cream trucks along the
road. Salt water drips from those
trucks and · the deer likes to lick
it up. The deer ruin· gardens, injure field crops and in·the spring
nibble the blossoms off fruit
trees. One orchard man reports
loss of over $1,000 from this
cause last year. Royal F. Copeland, son of the .l ate N eyv York
senator, who lives ·in the county, wants an open ·· season for
deer in that. district, but for ac.tual residents only. He does ~ot
want the country invaded by
ouside hunters,· who would be
more dangerous than the deer.
I

*

*

*

GERMAN OCCUPATION OF

way home one night was pursued
by a pack of wolves. Despite his
best speed the wolves gained on
him, but when they were almost
near enough to spring upon him
the skater swerved suddenly, and
the wolves, unable to turn as
quickly, slid sprawling on the
slippery ice. By zig. zagging back
and forth in that manner the
skater was able to elude them
until he reached home.

*

*

*

MANY OBSERVERS OF WILD

life have declared all such stories
apochryphal, and have said that
there is no well-authenticated
case in which wolves attacked a
human being. The fox is naturally a timid creature, and the idea
of a fox attacking a grown·. person when it had a chance to get
away would probably be general- r
ly discredited. But such a case
occurred on a Minnesota farm J
just a short time ago, and unless
Mrs. Johnson had been handy r
with her ax and had the assist- /
ance of her dog she would have
been severely treated by the fox
which she disturbed making a
meal of her chickens. The fact is
that no one can tell what ·a
hungry wild animal will do.

Norway has placed difficulties in
the way of the marriage of Swedish youth with ·N orwegian maidens. The border between the two
countries is rigidly guarded and
there are numerous regulations
which stand in the way of the
usual wedding parties. But the
young people have found a way
to circumvent some of these.
Where it is possible for both parties to reach the international
line groom and bride stand on
their respective sides while the
marriage lines are, read and vows
* * *
I NEVER WAS ATTACKE:6
exchanged. Then, when the young
woman is married, she is a Swed- by a weasel, but once I thought
ish citizen and is free to enter that I was about to have· that experience. There was a disturbSweden.
ance
in the chicken coop, and I ·
* * *
TRADITIONALLY THE WOLF entered to see what was the matis a fierce and voracious animal ter. Entering the little building I
and a pack of wolves will follow found a weasel about to pounce
and attack even human beings. on a plump hen. Instead of runIn some of our old schoolbooks ning when I appeared the weasel
there was the picture of Russians continued its progress along the
in a sleigh being pursued by a perch toward the hen. As I appack of wolves while the driver proached it the ani:r;nal turned its
lashes the horses into a furious attention in my direction and
gallop. The accompanying story seemed to be preparing to' spring
told of the occupants of the at me. I struck at it with a stick ·
sleigh throwing overboard robes which I carried, and missed. I
and other articles, one by one, struck again and landed, but not
thus gaining a little time while hard enough-to disable the little
the wolves stopped to examine beast, which gave up the fight
and- tear to bits the abandoned and made its escape. The weasel
wasn't cornered and it had plenty
articles.
of room to get away, but until it
*
was struck and probably badly
. ANOTHER SCHOOLBOOK
hurt,
it preferred to fight.
J
story told of a skater on a north-

* *

.--r

ERE SIDE NT ROOSEVELT
has asked congress for a blank
check, and the prospect is that
he will get either that Q.C ·somethiI)g closely ap· ··
proaching it. He
demands extraordinary. ·and unp'
~--e ·d en ted powers in order that he may
do immediately
whatever he
thinks
necessary in order to
provide for the
adequate. defense
of · the nation.
Davies
For that defense h~ believes it
ess.~ntial that aid without limit
be .given Great Britain in providing her with material of every
kind that she can use in her pres~nt war With Germany.

re

* * *

JN ORDER THAT llE MAY BE
abl~ to render such aid as he may

believe to be · necessary in any
emergency which may present it•
self the president asks that he be
e·iven unlimited authority over all
the material resources . of the
country, military and industrial,
tWith the right · to lend such material, or any part of it, to any
nation which he believes ·to be
resisting aggression. He · asks
that these vast powers be given
him without limit as to time, so
that no matter how the situation
may change, it would require a
special act of congress to transfer those powers from him back
to Jhe congress in whjch body
they are vested in .normal times.

*

* *

MOST AMERICANS ARE IN

J

merely: over the administ ation
and dir ction of that aid, b over
its tim place, manner an volume antl direction of that aici; but
over its time, place, manner and
volua jl.nd the selection of those
to whom it shall be given, ·now
or in the indefinite hereafter.
There are very many patriotic
Americqns who are eager to
build up A'.merican defenses to
the limit, who under s t ~ n d
thoroughly that a Hitler . victory
would constitute a menace to the
United States, and who are in favor of helping Britain· vigorously
and whole.heartedly, who are opposed to investing Mr. Roosevelt
with the unlimited powers of a
dictator.

*

*

*

IN HIS APPROACH TO THIS

subject Mr. Roosevelt followed
the course which we have come
to know is characteristic of him.
He knew that there was in congress a little group of confirmed
and irreconcilable isolationists
who, if they could, would build
around the United States an 'impenetr~ble wall, within which
they would have Americans live
in a state of glorious solitude.
He knew that he could expect
nothing but opposition from
them. But he knew, also, that
there were in .congress able and
patriotic men who were in complete sympathy with his desire to
render active and abundant aid
to Britain, .but who wished to
have· such . aid given reg'ularly
and under specific authority of
law rather than according to the
irresponsible judgment, of a die·
tator.

*

*

*

complete agr~ement with Mr.
MR. ROOSEVELT HAD THE
Roosevelt in the conviction that opportunity, by calling men of
'.American interests, material and the latter group into conference
ide~listic, demand that aid be giv- to enlist their hearty co.operaen to Great Britain on an in- tion in a measure which would
creasingly l~rge_scale, but there represent .some . modification of
is .no such unanimity of thought his own views and some curtailon the s·u bject of giving. to one · ment o:fi his demands, but which
, man unlimited· authority, not could '. presented .to the nation

and ·the world as in a very real
sense representing the united
voice of the American ·people. Instead, he chqse to follow his now
familiar · course, taking council
with ·none of those. who piight
not. see eye. to eye with him, anq
seeking advice from none , but
those who have been trained to
say "yes" "to whatever he pro .
poses.

*
AS

A

* :*

RESULT

OF

THIS

"take it 1or leave it" attitude we
have conflict, sharp and bitter.
Those who would withhold from
the president some ·of the extreme dictatorial powers de•
manded are placed in the posi·
tion of opposing a program with
whose _objectives they are in accord. There is created the appearance of a division of American s~ntiment whi~h, in · fact,
does not exist. The pe~ding measure, when passed, as it will be,
will be presented· to the world,
not as an expression of the determination. of a united people,
but as representing the victory
of one political faction over 8in·
other. That could .have been prevented by a president of different temperament.
I

*

*' *

BOTH THE PRESIDENT. AND

Senator Wheeler have made
within the past few days . ·statements which · neither of them
ought to have made. Senator .
:Wheeler's statement .. suggesting
that the president is arranging
to plow 'u nder _every fourth . American ,boy was inexcusible ·and ,
indefensible. Senator ·Wheeler is
a public man occupying · an ,important and .responsible position
and he , c.o mmitted an ·outrageous ~
offen~e in making such a statement. But, the statement having
been made, .the president belittled himself and his position by
commenting on it as he did. A
man of larger spirit ·would have
treated the statement with silent
contempt.
I

GEORGE F. B. ATKINS OF j t:a?ucers suc.~e d_ in ~a~ing m~ permanent values and so long as

Overly would like to obtain the
words of an old song containing
·
·
the lines:
"Fancy me a-smoking fags,
Riding bikes and
wearing bags,
And wearing all
their bits of
rags,
At my time of
life."

Mr. Atkins "It
is an old song
that I once
heard in Engl a n d. Someone
may know of it
and be able to
give the whole
Davies
song." Can anyone oblige?

***

VERNE MARSHALL, CHAIRman of the No Foreign War com..

mittee, is having some difficulty
in · holding his organization together. His vice president resigned the other day because he
didn't approve of Mr. Marshall's
methods, and there have been
other withdrawals. In speeches
he has promised several times to
make public the names of his
financial backers and committee
associates, as well as those in the
"war machine" in Washington,
but this far he has not produc..
ed. He seems to be interested
chiefly in "smearing" those who,
he says, have been "smearing"
him. Asked how long he expected to continue · as chairman of
his committee he said ''Until
some malicious stories or other

ridiculous or m rllscred1tmg me. we escape utter disaster we shall
No newspapeb n.e~d try to continue our work." ·
make Mr. Marshall ridiculous. He
* * *
has done that job very effectiveTHERE FOLLOWS AN . EX·
ly himself.
planation of the impossibility un* * *
der
existing circumstances of
IN LONDON JUST NOW THE
providing
supplies of copies of
publishing business, like every
the
tnagazine
for casual buyers,
other kind of business, is conducted in more or less erratic and friends are ·urged to enter
manner. The wonder is that it is _regular subscriptions. Th e n
possible to publish anything. Yet comes a line of asterisks, fallowthey do publish. In spite of bomb- ed by this:
ings, newspapers are issued with
*
"THE ABOVE WAS WRITfair regularity, and even the
publishers of art magazines re- ten yesterday. Today, we arrive
fuse to quit. A recent number of at out office to find it does not
the Studio, an old London art exist. It is ·buried beneath a heap
magazine, contained a significant of rubble, with all our London
editorial announcement under stocks. This merely confirms our
the heading "Bombed."
resolution. We shall redouble our
efforts. The arts, and the spiritTHE FIRST PARAGRAPH ual values, after all, are import..
of. the announcement reads:
ant among those things we are
"We apologize to our subscrib- fighting to defend. The Studio
ers for the late appearance of shall still carry forth its remindthis issue owing to air raid dam- er that the cultural values are et..
age in which we lost much valu- ernal, so that when peace returns
able property and suffered great -as it must-the artist and de- '
dislocation of our organization. signer shall play their full parts
This is not our. first loss from in building a better world ... Our
the raids, but it merely adds to records have been duplicated and
our determination. So long as it are still available . . . Our new
lies in our power we shall con- London address is 66 Chandos
tinue our efforts. Many of our Place, London, W. C. Q, • • • Alreaders have written to express ternative addresses have been
their appreciation of our endeav. given to the postal authorities as
ors, and the sati faction they ob· a precaution in case, for any reatain ftom the monthly renewal of son, that address becomes inopcontact with the ultural values, erative."
and we ar,e determ ned net to fail
* * *
them. We believe that in serving
IT WILL TAKE A ·LOT OF
the cause of art we are serving bombing to btr eak a spirit like
the cause of democracy and the that.

* *

'

***
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DURING- . -THE PAST YEAR

tically all taxation by investing
idle ca ital in tax exempt securities. I was .an orderly, logical
address, C<?nfined entirely to the
merits of the subject at issue.

to pour from the big can until
the liquid just reached the upper
edge of the bottom o·f the can. If
the vessels had been of irregular
shape it would have been different.

or two there has been a revival
of discussion of tax exemption as
I
applied to securities issued by
federal state and municipal governments. Such
* * *
* * *
MR. MILLS WAS FOLLOWED
THERE WAS PROPOUNDED
securities
are
by Congressman Rainey of Illi- to me the other day a barber-shop.
now exempt
nois, afterward speaker of the problem in ,arithmetic which runs
from normal
house, who opposed the mea- as follows: One hundred tickets
taxation, . a n d
sure. After declaring his opposi- to an entertainment are sold for
some of them
tion he drew from his pocket a 100 dollars. The ticket prices are,
are' totally exsheet of paper, and from it .he for men, five dollars, for women,
empt. Many perread a list of the corporations in three dollars, and for children 10
sons believe that
which Ogden Mills was a direc- cents. How many of each must be
they should be
tor,
and that was the substance sold?
taxed on the
of
his
speech. He made no atsame basis with
* * *
tempt to discuss the effect of exIN PRINCIPLE THAT PROBother property.
emption or of its abolition. He lem is identical with the older
Some 16 years
didn't touch the subject at all. one in which 100 objects are sold
ago. I hear.d that
Davies
The theme of his argument was for 100 dollars, but at prices resubJect discussed in the house of representatives that Mills was a rich man, inter- spectively of 10 dollars, three dolin congress, and I was interested ested in many corporations, and lars and 50 cents. The latter one
in the manner in which the two that whatever he proposed must can be solved quite. quickly as it
speakers approached the subject.. of necessity be wrong. There involves nothing but whole num.
could scarcely be a greater con- bers, and after · two or three mo* * *
ON THAT OCCASION UNDER trast in the attitudes of two pub- tions the solution becomes apparent. The ticket problem is differthe guidance of Congressman lic men.
ent because it gets one into fracBurtness I made a tour of the
* * *
capitol, and while I sat in the
IN HIS "HORSE SENSE" DE· tions, and unless one makes a
house gallery the debate on tax partment the other day Dr. C:r:ane lucky guess the job of matching
exemption began. There was had a little puzzle about the divi- fractions so as to bring ·the necpending a resolution for a consti- sion of 14 gallons of milk. There essary whole numbers may, take
tutional amendment subjecting were three containers holding re- some time. In either of the above
all future securities of the gov- spectively 14, 9 and 5 gallons, problems one answer, and only ·
ernment to taxation. The first and the problem was to measure one, is possible.
speaker was Ogden Mills, then a 7 gallons by the use of those con* * *
member of the house and later tainers. The problem was solved
SOMEONE INQUIRED IF
assistant secretary of the treas- in the manner usual in such cases such problems cannot be solved
ury. He made an excellent ad- by pouring various quantities readily by algebra. The prelimindress in support of the amend· from one to the other. The prob- ary steps may be worked out
ment, analyzing the whole tax lem was illustrated with pictures either algebraically or by simple
situation, showing the effect of of the · three containers, each of arithmetic, but after that onec
existing exemption on public re- which was a perfectly cylindrical must experiment with various
venues, and explaining the man- can. To divide the 14 gallons, in combinations. If you are inclined
ner in which a few men of great half a simpler way t ap pouring to try them better begin with the f
wealth were able to escape prac- back and forth woul · have been second. It's simpler.
J
I

I

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT quist of Drayton recalls also that doesn't realize how crooked it is

He until he sees it from an airplane.
On the river itself one can see
only a few hundred y~rds of the
* * *
channel, and he doesn't know
"I LIVED ON THE RED RIV· what is around the bend until he
er from June, 1880, unt_il 1907. gets to it. But from a plane the
The first few years there were whole valley is spread out beabout eight river steamers, and neath him, and he gets all the
while I am not sure, it seems to crooks at a glance.
me that one or two of them were
*
side-wheelers. I never saw the
W. A. HAMILTON
OF RUGbarge attached to the sides of any by sends a clipping from a Canaof them, nor in front, but always dian paper .describing an old mill
behind, with a space between, and in the Ottawa valley which
it occurs to me that they had a grourid flour for the settlers of
steering car attached at the rear that district for many years. The
of each barge, with one or two mill was built on the Madawaska
men to steer, so the barge wo.uld river, a tributary of the Ottawa,
not run aground in the river where a group of Scottish settlers
bends. The warehouses mention- had built a little village which
ed were built near enough to the they called Burnstown, in honor
river channel to allow the loading of the poet. Among those settlers
of the barges by running the were McKays, McCallums, Fish- .
wheat through pipes by gravity, ers, -McFarlanes, Campbells, Mcbut in the 90's the water in the Nevins, McLachlans, Robertsons
river receded so the grain had to and Carmichaels, who established
be hauled by wagons from the a strong ·community there, and
warehouses to the barges, and some of whose descendants are
* * *
that was no snap with Captain now residents of North Dakota.
LINCOLN HAD SAID OR Griggs on the job."
* * *
done something of which Stan*
THE BURNSTOWN MILL
ton did not approve, and Stanton
I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT was operated, of course, by war burst
out: "Why, the man's that Mr. Stenquist's recollections ter power, with an immense
crazy, plumb crazy!" A frieJ?.d of are correct. In the navigation of wheel. The building was framed
Lincoln, hearing that remark, the Red river the elements of ex- with heavy timbers held togethwas shocked. He went to Lin- periment and adventure were er with wooden pins. Little metal
coln and said "Mr. President, conspicuous. With a moderate was used in construction, and
this is outrageous. That man stage of water the going was even the gears which carried
Stanton says you're crazy." fairly simple, but with low water power to the stones were of '
"Well", drawled Lincoln, "Stan- there were numerous shallows wood, cut by hand. Mill and waton is a most able man, and I which were likely to cause trou- ter.wheel are gone, but the millhave great respect for his judg- ble, and at flood stage it requir- stones have been preserved and
ment." That put Stanton in a ed all the skill of an experienced have been set up in a park at Nihole, whereas Roosevelt went in- pilot to keep the craft from agara, with an inscription exto the hole with Wheeler.
grounding on inundated banks. plaining their origin and use. In
*
* *
Therefore, many different meth- Grand Forks that has been done
SOME TIME AGO I REFER- ods of construction and operation with the millstones from the old
red to the old Red river steam- were tried.
Viets mill which once stood about
ers as stern-wheelers, and those
*
*
, where the big water tank on
that I ·remember were driven
EVERYONE, KNOWS THA'.r Third street now stands. Those
from the rear. But Felix Sten- ,the Red river is crooked, but one stones are in Central park.
didn't like Senator Wheeler's -remark about plowing every fourth
boy under. I don't know of any·
one who did like it, and Senator
Wheeler ought
not to have made
it. But the president didn't help
matters when
he gave way to
his anger and
made an explosive
comment.
In contrast I
think of a story
that is told of
Presiaent
Lincoln. It required
much tact to
Davies
k e e p Lincoln's
official family working together,
and Secretary of War Stanton
was one of the most difficult to
handle: He was stubborn and
pugnacious, and he didn't hesitate to express disapproval of
his chief when he felt that way.

there were
writes:

side-wheelers.

* *

* *

I

*

Canadian affairs h d been administered bY. po ti cal appointees
from Englan who knew nothing of the c·o ntry and its problems, and wh followed ~any of
the methods which had been followed by tory governors in the
thirteen colonies. The grievances
of the people were different in
detail but they were real
griev~nces, and petitions for redress brought no relief. Papi:qeau and Mackenzie's rebellion
was quickly suppressed, but the
occurrence aroused the British
authorities to some appreciation
of the situation and Lord Durham was sent ~ut as governor
genera~ to bring order out of the
confusion.

peace reigned again in the little
community.

*

new word in the English langu.
age. The word "fail" is improperly used and overworked be·
cause of lack of one simple word
which expresses accurately and
conveniently the idea that we
usually intend to convey by the
use of "fail." We say that a man
failed to register for the draft,
than an expected witness failed
to appear in court, that a boy
failed to attend school, when on
the face of it there is no evidence that any of those persons
tried to do the thing which he
did not do, and withouJ trial
there can be no failure. we·
may say that one neglected or
omitted some act, but there is
no word in the language which
conveys accurately the idea that
one .did not do something, without implication or suggestion.
Perhaps the builders of the
language tried to find, the right
word · and failed, finding the
task impossible.

YESTERDAY I MENTIONED sent Canadian . premier.

the old mill in the dtt,awa valley
which is described in a ~ana.dian paper a clipping from
which was sent
me by W. ·A.
H a m i I t o n of
Rugby. Mr. Ha~ mi It o n t o o k
grist to that mill
back in the six.ties ~nd early
sevent1es. Apart
from the. history
of the mill there
we7e ~oi:ie interestmg incidents
in the history
Davies
of the .stcottthisht
. commum Y
a
was established there on the
bank of the Matawaska.
ONE

* * *
OF THE EARLIEST

OF

the Scots to settle in the Matawaska valley was Alexander
McNab, who seems to have been
a m.a n , of means, and a proud,
domineering person. Over those
who followed him into the new
country, he attempted to exercise, and for a time did exercise
the authority of a feudal chieftain. Generous In many of his
personal dealings, · he was intolerant of opposition, and clashes
were frequent between him and
· the rugged Scottish immigrants
who resented his assumption of
authority.

l

IT

*

WAS

*

*

DURING

THAT

period that the Canadian rebel. lion of 1837 broke out, headed
by Papineau of Quebec and in
Ontario by William Lyon Mackenzie, grandfather of the _pref

!

THE

*

*

SETTLERS

IN

THE

Matawska valley apparently did
not participate in the rebellion,
and McNab continued in control, so that opposition to him
·was dangerou$. But there were
secret meetings here and there,
and at length Allan Stewart volunteered to ride to Montreal
and lay the grievances of his
people before the governor general. That was a difficult and
dangerous journey, through vast
forests where Indian trails were
the only roads, but it was made
in safety. Lord Durham receiv:
ed the messenger, heard his
story and promised that attention would be given to the complaints. McNab was summarily
deprived of the authority which
he had usurped a;id left .for
France, where he died, a bitter and broken , an. The
wrongs of which the settler~
complained were rig ted, and

* * *

.

AS A MILITARY MOVE-' ·

ment that rebellion was of. little
consequence. The people had
grievances in abundance, but
only a few of them were willing to go to the length of armed rebellion, and the movement
collapsed of its own weight.
Many of those who participat.
ed were imprisoned, but general
amnesty was soon granted. Occasionally in my youth I met old
men who boasted of having been
in jail "after thirty-seven."
They wore no medals, but they
were proud of the experience.
THERE

* * *
IS

NEED · FOR

A

I SEE THEY 4RE DI~OUS ·
ing legalization of the pari-mutuel system of betting over a
Bismarck. As is usual in such
cases it is proposed to divide a
percen t a g e of
. the proceeds between the organizations holding
races and one or
more public
funds, the bettors to get what
is left. One theo ..
y on which such
plans are· based
is that while the
betting p u b Ii c
gets only a part
of its money
Davies
back, everybody
actually benefits because of the
increased circulation of money.

circulation of money. I don't recall the name of the play, and
only bits of it :re ~ecalled, bu~
the principal character was a
grouchy old chap wqo had his
own ideas about the circulation
of money. He offered to make a
bet with another man, and the
other refused, ~aying that he
never bet. "Never bet!" exclaimed
the old fellow. "How do you suppose business is goiI}g to keep
going if you don't nelp to keep
money in circulation? You've got
a mean disposition!"

*

* *

IN HONOR OF THE BIRTH·
day annivevsary of Robert Burns,
famed bard of Ayr, Mrs. Jame
Black sends me a poem in Scot,
tish dialect which is iptended as a
sequel to the fa:giiliar poem
"Bairnies, Cuddle Doon.'' The
poem, authorship unknown, is as
* * *
AT THE WINNIPEG RACES follows:
about a dozen years ago, when
* •. *
the pari-rnutuel system was rath"RAB COMES UAME".
er new th.ere, I chatted with a Was that a knock? Wha can it
be?
lady whose husband owned a
A hirple to the door;
store in a Winnip~g S\lburb. I
asked if she knew whether the A buirdly chiel' is stan'in' there,
I never saw afore.
new system had stimulated the
gambling spirit among the peo- He tak's a lang, iang look at me,
An' in his kindly een
ple. She answered that she didn't
A
something lies I canna name,
know about that, but she did
That somewhere I hae seen.
know that after every race meeting her husband found it more
difficult to collect his weekly I bid him hen; he tak's a chair,
My heart loups up wi' fricht,
bills. The increased circulation of
money didn't seem to have in- For he sits doon as John wad do
. ·creased prosperity.
·
When he cam' hame at nicht.
He spreads baith ban's upon his
* * *
knees,
IN ONE OF THE OLD CO·
But no' ae word he sp~aks;
han plays there was an amusing
take-off on that idea about the Yet I can see the big, roun' tears

Come happin' doon his cheeks.
Then a' at ance his big, strong
airms
Are streekit out to me"Mither, · I'm Rab, come hame at
last,
An' can ye welcome me?"
"Oh, Rab!" my aiF:µ1$ are roon'
his neck''The Lord is kind indeed;"
Then hunker doon an' on his
knees
I lay my auld grey held.
"Hoo could ye bide sae lang frae
me,
Thae weary, · weary yearss
An' no' ae worq-but I maun
greet,
My heart is fu' p' tears;
It does an' aul, frail body guid,
An' oh! It's unco sweet.
To see you ther.e, though through
my tears,
Sae I maun ha'e my greet.
"Your faither's lang since in his
grave
Within the auld kirkyard,
Jamie and Tam they lie .by himThey werena to be spared;
An' I was left to sit my lane,
To think on what had been,
An' wussin' only for the time
To come and close by een.

"But noo ye're back, I ken :fu' 1
weel
That no' a fremit han'
Will lay me, when my time
comes roun'
Beside my ain guderpan.''
Noo, wad it be a sin to ask
0' Him that rules aboon,
To gle me yet a year or twa
Afor I cuddle doon?

I SEE BY THE PAPERS:
DETROIT - Two hundred
· women strikers paraded as pickets before a local corset f acto;ry,
attired principally in corsets.
That sort of appeal proving ineffective, they
charged
police
w it h
hatpins,
weapons which
the police found
were both morally and physica 11 y effective.
Several cases of
minor 1nJuries
were reported.
LON D ON-

Mrs. Lillian Halle, who counted
both Harri e t
Beecher Stowe and Florence
Nightingale as ·her close friends,
has been recommended for an
award of bravery for dealing
with an incendiary bom.b which
crashed on the roof of her house
on her · ninety-third birthday.
Without hesitation she carried
'. sand and water to the top of her
house, where she found that the
bomb h~d burned · through the
ceiling, set fire to the paper,
melted the gas-pipe and set the
: gas burning. It was not until
1
two ceilings had been burned
f thr~ugh that she called ~or help
!his was Mrs. Halle's third bomb1ng, but she refused to go to a
safer place in the country. She
has been three times around the
I world, 15 times across the AtlanDavies

1

1
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tic, including one shipwreck, and innocuous sentences. Ref erring to
she crossed the Sahara desert on this method of communication
she said: "The French are a very
a camel.
tricky people - or perhaps I
* *
BIRMINGHA
- ANGERED should say very intelligent peoby the Nazi bon1b1
. of school- ple.
houses several citizens demanded
that German schools be bombed
NEW YORK * CITY HAD A
in reprisal. The board of educa- blackout last week right in the '
tion disapproved of the recom- middle of the day. For the second
mendation, saying that it would successive day airplane flights
be inhuman and contrary to the were practically suspended belaws of war. The board added cause of fog over the city and
further that "the Nazi education throughout the east. A photois so debasing the German char- graph of Times Square taken at
acter and blunting the intellig- 11 A.M. shows but the faint outence of the German youth that it Jines of the huge buildings and
would be a pity to interfere with the lights of Broadway, which
the continuance of that process.'~ were turned on at that hour, are
seen but as mere glimmers. Un* *
NEW YORK-THE CITY IS der those conditions a hostile
losing 2 cents on every 5-cent plane would have had difficulty
subway fare, but the people pre- in finding the city.
fer to pay the difference in taxes
* * *
THE FOGGY WEATHER
for the privilege of riding anywhich has prevailed for several
where for just a nickel.
weeks throughout the northwest
* * *
NEW YORK - MLLE EVE seems to have thickened as it
Curie, daughter of the famous moved east, and as the fog conco-discoverer of radium, arrived gealed ice · formed everywhere.
on Monda¥, from London by way Telephone lines went down under
of Lisbon. She has spent the past their loads of ice and thousands
seven months in London, doing of phones were put out of comwhat she could to keep alive the mission. In several rural districts
spirit of France. From London schools were closed because of ice ·
she broadcast many messages in on the highways which made traFrench, and she has evidence that vel by bus hazardous. In the city
in spite of German surveillance great masses of ice which had
many of the residents of occupied formed in huge icicles on the tall
France heard her. She has receiv- buildings crashed to the walks as
ed from France hundreds of pos- the temperature rose, and whole
tal cards in which private infor:. blocks were roped off to prevent
\
mation is concealed in apparently injury to pedestrians.

*

*

*

I

*

SOME ANONYMOUS FRIEND

sends me a copy of the Denver·
Register containing a marked
' article in comment on Hemingway's book "For Whom the Bell
Tolls." I express.
ed my opinion of
that book some
weeks ago, an
o p i n i o n quite
contrary to that
of any other critic whose comment I have
seen. However,
there are at least
two of us, for
the Denver columnist has no
more use for the
Davies
book than I
have. So the Denver man (whose
name is .n ot carried in his column) and I stand back to back,
as it were, against the world.

*

*'
QUITE

*

THAT ISN'T
A FAIR
statement, either. The eastern
literary critics seem to be unanimous in laudation of Hemingway's book, but since writing
about it in this column I have
received comments, more than I
can count, by mail and in person,
and every comment concurred in
my condemnation of the book. I
often wonder if there isn't a sort
of cult of literary criticism
which sets up artificial standards
of values utterly foreign to the
t true purpose of literature. That
purpose, it seems to me, is to instruct, stimulate, inspire or entertain, but never to debase or defile.
1

I

*

*

* OF OLD PA·
FROM A MASS

pers there has been resurrected a
newspaper clipping, faded, tatter·
ed, and almost undecipherable,
containing an account, credited
to the Wimbledon, N. D. News, of
a Populi~t caucus ~~Id in Wimbledon, long, long ago. The story
merits republication, and here. it
is:

"A POPULIST <:,AUCUS WAS of course. But the story, really, is

held at D. · R. tSwar!out's office
early in the week for the purpose
of election delegates to the county convention. Mr. . Swartout,
who is the only Populist in the
township, being present, the caucus proceeded at once to business.
The meeting was called to order
by D. R. Swartout, who read the
call to himself a~d stated in a
general way the purpose of the
meeting. On motion D. R. Swartout was elected temporary chairman. Upon taking the chair Mr.
Swartout thanked the caucus for
the honor conferred tipon him
and said he fully appreciated the
wisdom of the action. He severely
arraigned the Republican party
for the poor quality of garden
seeds congressmen are sending
to their constituents and proudly
recalled the fact that during the
time that he and Abraham Lincoln were engaged in putting
down the rebellion he never heard
Mr. Lincoln say a word in favor
of retaining the Philippines.
These patriotic sentiments were
loudly applauded. On motion D.
R. Swartout was elected . temporary secretary by acclamation. D.
R. Swartout then moved and seconded that the temporary organization be made permanent, and
also that the chair appoint delegates to attend the county convention. Both motions · were carried and the chair appointed D.
R. Swartout. After deliberating
about 10 minutes the committee
reported the following list of
delegates: D. R. Swartout. The
report was enthusiastically adopted. The delegation was instructed to vote as a unit and the
delegates present at the convention were empowered to cast the
full vote. And then adjourned one
of the most harmonius caucuses
ever held in this county."

not as great an exaggeration as
might be supposed by one unacquainted with some of the methods employed in holding caucuses in the good old days. I have
heard of a couple of Grand Forks
men driving into the country,
hailing a friendly farmer at work
in his field, and then and there
holding with him a township caucus and repeating the process in
township after township. Sometimes there were· two or more
sets of ,caucuses held in the ·same
manner by rival groups, and the
result would be a contest in the
county convention over the seating of delegates. In deciding such
contests equity and regularity
were given little consideration.
Those delegates were seated who
belonged to the crowd that had
the ·most votes.

*

*

: j:

REFERENCE IN THE FACE-

tious story to garden seeds as a
political issue may seem mysterious to some present-day readers,
but old-timers will remember
when the distribution of garden
·seeds was one of the important
functions of a congressman. With
excellent fotentions the department of agriculture received an I
appropriation for the purchase of .
garden seeds to be distributed to
their constituents by members of
congress. The idea was not to
make gratuities to farmers and
gardeners, but to have experiments in field and garden crops
conducted all over the country.
There were no experiment sta..
tions in those days. On each packet of seeds was printed the request that the recipient would
plant and cultivate the seeds and
write to the department giving
the result of his experiment. The
plan didn't work out as intended.
Some reports may have been sent
in, but I never heard of one. The
* * *
IN WRITING THAT STORY whole thing became a petty draft
the editor of the Wimbledon pa- and it was discontinued years
per was spoofing Mr. Swartout, ago.

A BOOKLET ENTITLED "LIV· The Great Plains are ~reeilss be- a relatively wet one. Such state-

ing in Forest Lands" has been
prepared by the forest service of
the department of agriculture for
the use of junior high schools.
The work contains a mass of
valuable information on forest
growth and its .
infIuence on social and industrial life. Opening the book at
random I was
particularly interested 'in the
following paragraphs:
"Limited Stud-·
Davies
ies have been
made, some of which tend to
show measurable differences in
certain climatic factors, such as
wind velocity and tern r>era ture,
traceable to the presence of forests. Most scientists are of the
opinion that such influence is
limited to the forest areas or to
the very short distancees beyond
the forest borders. Few will
question that the temperature
within a forest in summer is lower, the humidity greater, and the
wind ve~ocity lower than in neighboring areas. The horizontal extent of windbreak influence leeward is held to be from 10 to 20
times the height of the trees.
Such influence cannot be expected to change the climatic fea, tures over large and remote
areas.

cause of factors beyond t
control of man. Although tre s may
be grown ·in much of thi~ area if
given proper attention, the possibility of affecting rainfall by
tree planting is so remote as to
be out of the question. These
facts have been recognized in the
Prairie States forestry project.
The primary purpose in the treeplanting work of this undertaking has . been to provide the prairie plains area with some of the
beneficial influences of forests,
not to change climate.

* *

*

"WINDBREAKS SHOULD BE
grown for what it has been prov-

ed they can do; namely, check
wind velocity within the 700 or
more feet of their influence to
leeward; protect growing ,crops
from hot winds; prevent soil
from blowing; protect buildings,
stock and man from strong winds
both hot and cold. The windbreak
also contributes to an improved
appearance of farmsteads and the
landscape and to fuel and miscellaneous wood supplies."

*

*

*

IN THOSE STATEMENTS

the forest service makes a common-sense approach to thoroughly demonstrated facts. The statement that "forests are a result,
rather than a cause of rainfall"
cannot be too strongly emphasized. In spite of evidence and rea.
son the contrary belief has been
and is fairly prevalent, and statements have been made by numerous speake s and writers with
at least the semblance of author*
*
*
"FORESTS ARE A RESULT, ity that the liberal planting of
rather than a cause of rainfall. trees will change a dry area into

ments are without foundation,
and their frequent repetition
leads to visions which never can
be realized.

*

*

*

RUNNING PARALLEL WITH

the theory ·that forest growth increases rainfall is the belief that
precipitation ca:d be increased by
the damming of rivers and the
creation of more po:qds and lakes.
This latter idea has often been
advanced by some speakers and
writers in support of the Missouri diversion project. Because
it is unsound it tends to discredit
the project as · unsound, whereas
the diversion of the surplus waters of the Missouri is defensible
on other and quite different
grounds.
THE

*

*

*

SCIENTIST

.K NOWS

whence the rains .come; and why.
For the layman who may not be
versed in meteorology there is
conclusive evidence that proxiip.ity to water does not insure rainfall in the fact that some of the
driest regions in the world are in
or immediately adjacent to great
oceans or seas. On many of the
islands of the . Caribbean no rain
falls for months at a time. The
Mexican peninsula of Southern
California has the Pacific ocean
on one side and the great Gulf
of California on tpe other, and no
part of it is mor.e than 50 miles
distant from one body of water
or the other. Yet nearly all of
its area is arid desert. Just now
war is being waged in northern
Libya, where the rainless Sahara
desert is within gunsho~ of this
·M editerranean sea.

1

VER A

KELSEY,

WELL huge and so varied. I never had mation on Brazil. A boy of 7

known as a former resident of an unpleasant moment there,
never had a eadache, never
Grand Forks, daughter of Mr. worked so hard in rhy life.
and Mrs. W. H. Kelsey, and auth"Brazilians are filled with kindor of outstanding works on , ness and courtesy and .with a
South American
- sense of humor that enlivens evlife, told a New
ery occasion. They are so generYork Sun reous that you have to learn not to
porter early in
admire anything out loud. First
the winter that
thing you know, there will be a
sh e w i s he d
graceful gesture and it's yours."
something could
For example, there were the
be done about
twin miniature dolls of red and
Americans who
blue wool that the author wears
go to Brazil, live
at her throat, clipped to a black
there for years,
dress.
making money
* * *
for themselves
SHE THINKS THE WOMEN
and the companare superior to the men, mo!e
ies they. re precouragous, more tenacious, more
sent, then come
Davtes
d
·f · t
b
back home without ever having rea Y to sacri ice emporary enefits for lasting good, and . she
made friends of Brazilians, with- praised the m'en for deferring to
out sharing their social or cultur- the wife's judgment before makal life, without letting American ing business decisions.
children play with Brazilian
children. The loss in all that, she
She remembers a prosperous
, says, is ours in more ways than cattle man going to Rio on the
f orie, and it is far from trivial.
day when buyers were coming.
1
1
* * *
He knew that his wife would get
better prices if he were out of
BACK IN NEW YORK AFTER the way.
.
three years in and out of Rio de
"All ·over Brazil I met women
Janeiro she has something to who do her01c things to keep the
show for what she learned as a family together and get the chilguest in homes of rich and poor dren educated," she said.
and for the 30,000 miles she travShe learned most about family
eled north and south and up and life in places so far from Rio that
· down the Amazon. For, besides few tourists see them. During a
her new book, Seven Keys to 600-mile trip up the Amazon, she
Brazil, just published by Funk & met the child who shares her
, Wagnalls, she already has a stack book's dedication.
of . manuscript for another book.

l

* * *

*

*

*

'· "I'M LONESOME FOR B,RA·
zil ~nd impatient to get back In
many ways it's tne loveliest land
in the world," she said. "It's so

I

WHILE

THE PARTY WAS

being delayed for three . days be'.'
cause of an airplane accident,
word went around that a New
York writer was collecting infor-

walked six miles to bring his
school reader, so that she could
learn about Christopher ·Columbus· and Pedro Cabral, the ·Portuguese disc.overer of Brazil.
"That gracious action see ned
to me to .be a symbol of .the Brazilian attitude toward a stranger," she said.
A North Dakota girl, Miss Kelsey was graduated from Washington State university, did newspaper work in China for three
years, traveled in Europe, then
had her own public relations office in New York before she went
to South America to recuperate
from an illness for which she
now thanks her stars.
"IT'S

*

NO

*

*

TROUBLE

TO

learn Portuguese if you remember ·any of your Latin and
French," she said. "Brazilians are
so polite that they try not to' let
you know you've made a mistake.
And they're awfully good at guessing just what it is you're trying
to say."
Women past 30 prefer Parisian styles and usually appear in
chic black gowns, but younger
ones like our sports clothes.
"They take great pride in sports,"
Miss Kelsey reported.

*

*

*

"ON A BOAT TRIP DOWN

from the Amazon Valley we had
about a dozen girls in socks and
sneakers. Except for their low
voices and gentle manners, · you
might have thought them Americans. They had won physical education prizes in different commu.n ities and were coming to · Rio
for a two-years' course, to be
trained as teachers."

